
FALLOUT SUITS AND HUMAN RIGHTS: DISRUPTING

THE TECHNOCRATIC NARRATIVE

by Linda M. Richards

In the aftermath of Hiroshima and Nagasaki, Dorothy Day wrote:

We have killed 3 hundred 18 thousand Japanese. That is, we

hope we have killed them, the Associated Press, on page one, col-

umn one of the Herald Tribune says. The effect is hoped for, not

known. It is to be hoped they are vaporized, our Japanese broth-

ers, scattered, men, women and babies, to the four winds, over

the seven seas. Perhaps we will breathe their dust into our nos-

trils, feel them in the fog of New York on our faces, feel them in

the rain on the hills of Easton…We have created. We have cre-

ated destruction. We have created a new element, called Pluto

[nium]. Nature had nothing to do with it.1

Day’s words express the terror of the link between bodies breath-

ing invisible radioactive contamination and the remains of the victims.

Her words also disrupt the effort to naturalize artificial radiation

exposure, such as is emitted by plutonium. Plutonium has a cancer-

causing potential that eclipses the potency of natural sources. Despite

qualitative differences and cumulative effects, artificial radiation doses

from fission and fusion were compared by trusted scientists like Wil-

lard Libby to the levels of natural background radiation that come

from uranium in the soil and cosmic radiation. This way of explaining

exposure simplified the complexities of radiation for the public. How-

ever, it also minimized the public’s perceptions of danger by consis-

tently truncating risks as below concern. This paradigm was amplified

by the media and politicians to calm fears during the massive nuclear

weapons tests of the 1950s and early 1960s.2

This interpretation of radiation exposure as relatively harmless is

historically problematic, but it was recovered as fact in March 2011.
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During the Fukushima accident, photographs of people in fallout suits

evoked the fears and helplessness of the earlier era of the fallout con-

troversy.3 During the early years of the Cold War, Linus Pauling

argued contamination was cumulative and that no level of background

radiation could be considered “safe,” because while this type of radia-

tion may be naturally occurring, it is responsible for cancers, early

deaths, and birth defects. Pauling also argued that, beyond the science,

to live free of threats of nuclear war and pollution was a human right

guaranteed by the Constitution and international law.

The topic of radiation exposure is a disputed maze of scientific

discrepancy and historical incongruity. Today, many people see

nuclear power production as the only realistic choice between two

evils: increasing climate change or accepting the risks of contamina-

tion. Nuclear power and weapons are for many the inescapable price

of modernity, and safety is relative. For example, driving a car is

statistically much more dangerous than living next to a nuclear power

plant. Many believe radiation standards have historically been shown

to be conservative and fully protective: health effects cannot be caus-

ally connected to radiation, but are miscalculated and exaggerated.4

In contrast, some academic discourse asserts that choices are not

so limited and that nuclear technology poses irreconcilable threats to

democracy. These threats include violation of equal protection under

the law in the utilitarian sacrifice of the few to meet the energy needs

of the majority and the lack of intergenerational consent to nuclear

contamination.5 For many people, time has proven that no amount of

radiation can be considered safe.6 The fallout alone from just one

aspect of the total nuclear project, worldwide nuclear weapons testing,

equals the equivalent of 29,600 Hiroshimas. These tests were exploded

above ground, underground, in space, and underwater. Many wonder

how the effects could have been inconsequential: cancer is an epidemic

and birth defects have risen.7

According to Barton Hacker, the controversy over radiation safety

has been misunderstood because the standards were in actuality

socially constructed to the best of health physicists’ ability and never

intended as a guarantee of safety.8 Gabrielle Hecht’s research suggests

that radiation health safety as a science is more a reflection of the

value of what is being irradiated than how dangerously radioactive a

substance is.9 While research has yet to fully explain this incongruity,

nuclear history is often told as distinct from the emotional and physi-

cal impact on human beings as a technocratic saga of nation-states
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pursuing nuclear weapons superiority and energy independence. In

addition, in many nuclear narratives, resistance against nuclear tech-

nology is often described as disconnected waves of self-interested cam-

paigns by Luddite citizens against nuclear weapons, fallout, power

plants, mining, and nuclear waste storage.10

This combative and often nation-state focused telling of nuclear

issues freezes the roles of citizens and activists as a sideline to the

main trajectory of national power in nuclear development and begs

for new inquiry. A technocratic narrative is incomplete because it sep-

arates the glitz of modern reactors from the rocks and dirt of uranium

mines, thus hiding much of what is harmful about nuclear technology.

It is also missing the dimension of lived human experience particularly

of indigenous peoples’ physical and cultural interaction with nuclear

technology. By consulting the correspondence of primary documents

surrounding the rarely studied fallout suits and connecting that emo-

tional history with a view to the intersections between legal history,

radiation health safety science, and human rights, historians can build

on existing interdisciplinary scholarship to gain a more comprehensive

view of the legacy of nuclear technology.

The fallout suits from 1958 to 1964 raised questions about the

lack of equivalence between the known scientific evidence of fallout

danger and the government’s pronouncements of safety, both in terms

of nuclear war preparations and fallout. The cases were instigated as

an act of intellectual, legal, and even material self-protection. While

literal fallout suits that protect against radiation and “the fallout

lawsuits” mean different things, they share a related or polysemic

meaning. Actual physical fallout suits are a material protection that

can serve to make visible to an onlooker, or in a photo, that there is

suspicion of radiation in the environment. The history of photography

and radiation are inextricably bound by the discovery of x-rays.11

Invisible effects on the environment and humans can also be detected

by photographic film degradation, and it is photographs that captured

the response in Japan as the radiation from Fukushima spread.12

Like a photograph, the fallout suit cases provide a snapshot of the

effort by Linus Pauling to protect against intergenerational nuclear

contamination and threats of nuclear war as a human rights issue. In

particular, the second fallout suit case, heard during the Cuban missile

crisis and an intensive period of nuclear weapons tests in space,

articulates some of the challenges raised by the conception of back-

ground radiation as safe. Also, this little-known history makes visible
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the intense efforts of Pauling and his wife Ava Helen Pauling to build

the canon of international law. This case and the events surrounding

it also resonate with later resistance to uranium mining. A comparison

can be made between the fallout controversy and the uranium contro-

versy using more recent legal history. This preliminary interweaving of

disparate threads is intended to suggest that nation-state-focused, tech-

nocratic nuclear history can one day be reframed as peace history, as

one cohesive global human rights struggle against threats of nuclear

war and contamination.

THE FALLOUT CONTROVERSY

There is much to be gleaned from the fallout suits and the

desperate era of the fallout controversy that produced them. The fall-

out controversy began primarily as an insulated argument among

scientists about the dangers of radioactive fallout from nuclear weap-

ons testing. The precedence to dismiss layperson’s concerns about

nuclear contamination as ignorant, irrational, and emotional has its

origins in the secret Manhattan Project and the following decades

when all health physicists were trained by the Atomic Energy

Commission (AEC).13 As author Toshihiro Higuchi describes, the

debate about fallout dangers, however, came into focus for the pub-

lic after the disastrous March 1, 1954, Bravo thermonuclear weapons

test contaminated U.S. soldiers, Japanese fisherman, and Marshallese

Islanders.14

What had once seemed a complex mathematical exercise by

health physicists of estimating radiation’s external dose to an “average

man” became entwined with the biota. The impacts of internal doses

to the body from exposures that occurred from fallout released by

tests into the environment and then ingested by the body were even

harder to characterize for safety.15 The ability to measure, control,

and contain radiation dose and danger eluded scientists and physicians

from the first discovery of x-rays.16 By 1946, the onus of proof of

safety, however, did not fall on the shoulders of the AEC, nor, later,

the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA). The IAEA was estab-

lished in 1957 as part of Eisenhower’s Atoms for Peace program to be

the global proponent of nuclear technology. The burden of the proof

of harm rested on the detractors, and radiation health history and

standards remain contested.17
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The fallout cases were an effort to resolve this tension, which can

best be seen in the government response to the 1959 film On the

Beach. The film illustrates the displacement of the human ability to

sense danger and the growing public panic over nuclear weapons and

radiation in the late 1950s.18 In the hit film, radioactive fallout is

approaching the few remaining people in Australia who survived after

a nuclear war. Life goes on in some odd juxtaposition of normalcy

and crisis, as daily life is expected to continue as normal until the

inevitable death arrives with the approaching cloud. By 1959, the fall-

out controversy reached the highest levels of consciousness not only in

Hollywood, but in the government as well. Before the release of the

film, the Eisenhower administration sent six pages of detailed talking

points to foreign posts and Cabinet members to aid them in refuting

the film’s premises, pointing out scientific errors about fallout.19

Much of the text was directed to refute the position of Linus

Pauling on fallout danger. This was not unusual. Pauling had been

subject to libel, FBI surveillance, passport interference, and lack of

support from Caltech, the institution Linus Pauling helped make

famous. Fierce efforts were marshaled by the anticommunist factions,

the AEC, industry scientists, the mainstream press, government

officials, politicians, and military planners to discredit and harass

Pauling in the media. Despite continual harassment, Pauling and Ava

Helen acted as a team to organize and participate in rallies, meetings,

conferences, marches, protests, interviews, letter writing campaigns,

petitions, and lectures.

The Paulings labored at a kinetic pace for what became the first

Atmospheric Test Ban Treaty, a treaty recognized as a defining moment

for the legitimacy of international law. The Paulings linked nuclear

weapons with politics to frame their struggle against nuclear weapons

testing as a human rights issue. Pauling believed foremost in human

evolution and that war making would ultimately become extinct when

the structure of nation-state and human relationships realigned to

effectively resolve conflicts. This thought pattern was intimately con-

nected to his science and his intuition that structure could and did

influence behavior. For him, it was only a matter of time and will until

war would be replaced by the sanity and rule of international law. The

Paulings also believed that it was essential to the development of these

laws to elucidate and respect universal human rights.20

In addition, Linus Pauling’s ability to think holistically by

linking biology, physics, medicine, and chemistry gave him a unique
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perspective on radiation’s effects as early as 1929. He had been a

chemist at the center of the emergence of the field of quantum

mechanics that made nuclear science possible. Pauling won the 1954

Nobel Prize for chemistry based on his understanding of chemical

bonds. Radiation can break these very bonds. He had studied radia-

tion and fallout studies from around the world since 1945 while work-

ing for international control of nuclear weapons. Throughout his life,

Pauling questioned the nuclear safety assurances of the nuclear–
military–industrial–academic complex. He became the central figure in

raising the ethical and practical questions of the responsibility of the

scientist to the public and to the state. The Paulings also laid the

foundations for an emerging American environmental movement

that focused on the interactions of human-made pollutants within the

ecosphere.21

THE FALLOUT SUITS

But all their efforts in the late 1950s seemed to be for naught.

Thermonuclear explosions thousands of times more potent than the

Hiroshima bomb were being conducted, in addition to secret nuclear

explosions in space. It was under tremendous public scrutiny and pri-

vate emotional pressure that Pauling agreed to be the lead plaintiff in

a suit to stop the tests, as a final legal alternative in national courts,

with the hope of proceeding to the International Court of Justice. The

Paulings were compelled emotionally and driven by the desperation of

their supporters. They received thousands of letters from around the

world. These intimate letters make tangible the impact of the fears of

nuclear annihilation (be it slow, as in genetic effects over generations,

or fast, as in a nuclear war) on the mental and emotional health of

the letter-writers. One father attached a photograph of his baby to his

letter asking for help, wondering whether Pauling knew how to pro-

tect his son from exposure to any more strontium-90.22 Perhaps, in

response to these kinds of pleas, Pauling composed a letter to the edi-

tor for The Sunday New York Times later that summer. In that letter,

he recommended the addition of calcium to the diet of humans and

animal feed by the government to displace the potential for radioactive

strontium-90 to be taken up by the body, an action he felt might

reduce the expected deaths from strontium-90 exposure by half.23

The idea to confront the government through the courts was per-

suasively suggested to Linus Pauling by Quaker David Walden as well
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as several other individuals, such as Dr. Alan M. MacEwan, and in

tandem with other cases occurring in the courts.24 MacEwan had initi-

ated his own suit with the state of Oregon Public Health Service.

MacEwan wanted to see the raw fallout data collected by a filter on

the top of Portland city hall. MacEwan wrote to Pauling that he

believed Pauling had the scientific credibility to argue successfully in

court about the hazards of the tests.25

The strategy of the case was multifaceted and international.

Knowing that the right of the government to provide for defense

would preclude a ruling against nuclear weapons themselves, the

group that organized the fallout suits opted to make a scientific case

that explained the dangers of fallout while utilizing the legacy of

human rights and rulings to justify their position.26 Plaintiffs argued

as global citizens that it was a previously established human right to

not be contaminated nor threatened with ecocide by weapons and that

such acts exceeded the authority of the U.S. government. Nuclear

threats should be disallowed by the right to liberty as guaranteed in

the U.S. Constitution, the Bill of Rights, The Universal Declaration of

Human Rights, and the Nuremburg trials as well as the history of

international and treaty law. Individual citizens were unable to seek

redress in either the International Courts at The Hague or the UN, so

the strategy of this suit was to sue the three countries that were testing

simultaneously: Russia, the United States, and Great Britain. After

suing each nation, the plaintiffs hoped to then be able to introduce the

case to the International Court of Justice.27 At the very minimum, the

plaintiffs felt their strategy would require the AEC to disclose what

was known about fallout. Organizers hoped the cases would also

build the momentum of public will to end the tests and eliminate all

nuclear weapons while making tangible the intellectual claims of

human rights using the authority and drama of the courts.

Much of the case centered on personal responsibility and trust.

Pauling accepted the role as lead plaintiff, and the scientific arguments

were based on his interpretations of radiation effects. His affidavit

contained the extrapolated numbers of individuals who would be

afflicted by illnesses and morbidity from testing. To establish these

numbers, Pauling used the government’s own calculations that had

been intended to statistically provide an impression of safety.28

Raising the stakes of personal responsibility, the suits sued govern-

ment officials by name. These included Neil McElroy, then secretary

of defense, Atomic Energy Chairman Lewis L. Strauss, and AEC
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Commissioners Willard F. Libby, Harold S. Vance, John S. Graham,

and John F. Floberg for exceeding the authority of the Atomic Energy

Act of 1954 by ordering tests that endangered the environment and

human genome in the present and into the future.

These bodily threats presented a passionate and personal connec-

tion to the political conduct of the nuclear arms race. Citizens

responded to their forced embodiment of fallout with an expression of

a bodily rejection of nuclear weapons. For example, Clarence Pickett

was quoted in a fund-raising appeal letter to support the prosecution

of the fallout suits: “My whole being cries out against this planned

destruction of the human race…To carry on such planned destruction

can but prostitute the purpose of life itself. To surrender one’s faith in

the very purpose of man in the universe is too great a price to pay for

what is false security.”29 David Walden clarified the goals of the suit:

“This litigation maintains that human beings cannot afford to let

man-induced radiation continue its cumulative course of environmen-

tal, genetic, somatic, and emotional poisoning.”30

FALLOUT AS PARTICLES OF POLITICS

Radiation safety and dose has a contested history of its own and

serves as an example of the construction of science. Despite much sci-

entific doubt during the fallout controversy, the AEC, the IAEA, the

press, academics, nuclear industry, and government officials continued

to promote nuclear technology as safe and painted those opposed to

nuclear science as over-emotional Luddites and communists.31 Despite

the known differences between fallout from weapons tests and back-

ground radiation (such as is emitted by natural radiation from ura-

nium and cosmic rays), background radiation became a type of gauge

for the extent of danger from these man-made radioisotopes and nuc-

lides that did not exist before 1945.32 The safety provided by being

“below background” was then reiterated by scientific, industry, and

government authorities as a simple, reassuring, scientific fact.33

Nuclear pollution from weapons testing and energy was effectively

portrayed as of small concern and certainly worth the small sacrifice

to protect the United States from communism.34 Global protests, from

the streets to diplomatic channels, were countered by the AEC and

IAEA with authoritative claims and well-publicized press releases

reminding readers that radiation occurred naturally. Global fallout
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was far below any found in background radiation, and therefore,

essentially harmless.35

The fallout cases were an effort to raise questions about the scien-

tific uncertainty in the government’s pronouncements of safety. Plain-

tiffs felt the new technological development of nuclear weapons

required the court to rule on both the science and the limits of govern-

mental power. Wisely, Pauling’s scientific arguments were based on

the consensual facts of the time, between both AEC and non-AEC sci-

entists. Pauling argued that any dose above the naturally occurring or

“background” level could be dangerous, as birth defects, cancers,

decreased life span, and other diseases were already caused by this natu-

ral, yet harmful, exposure. Scientists were troubled by a lack of under-

standing of how radiation interacted with biological systems on a

genetic and cellular level. Scientists were also concerned about the initial

calculation of an average background rate that hid a large variation

among background levels in different geographic locations and eleva-

tions.36 Pauling’s estimates of the number of illnesses and morbidity

were based on the AEC’s own statistical estimates of fallout danger.

Pauling’s estimates were reviewed by AEC scientists and found to be a

reasonable assessment of how radiation could cause cancer, birth

defects, and shorten life currently and in the future from the testing.37

The first suit of 1958 was filed with plaintiffs unaware of the

large-scale space weapons tests occurring that year before a test mora-

torium went into effect. The tests were to study the use of nuclear

weapons in space as well as the Van Allen radiation belts that protect

the earth. The potential for eliminating fallout by testing nuclear weap-

ons in space seemed probable at that time, because it was erroneously

believed the radiation would be stored in space or deflected from the

earth harmlessly.38 By 1959, these secret Argus tests (two of the tests,

Teak and Orange, had yields of 3.8 megatons [Mt], but the size was

not declassified for many years) were made public by The New York

Times. A testing moratorium began that lasted three years, from 1958

until 1961, and during the moratorium, much more information about

the dangers and risks of fallout came into public discussion and view.

The moratorium also made the first fallout suit moot. The judges ruled

against the case as not justiciable, as not decidable by the court. How-

ever, they conceded that if the moratorium ended, the case could be

revived.

On October 30, 1961, the Soviets broke the moratorium dramati-

cally by detonating the largest weapon ever used, estimated at above
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50 Mt. The former plaintiffs and Pauling were grief stricken.39 With

the announcement of new upcoming U.S. tests in both the atmosphere

and space, Pauling and attorney Francis Heisler immediately began to

reinstate the case. The second case recognized testing as more than a

threat to bodily health. It was seen as a threat to mental and emo-

tional health as well. The global specter of worldwide contamination

or some permanent modification of space from impending space weap-

ons tests intensified the role of the plaintiffs as world citizens.40 The

original case had begun with fifteen plaintiffs. The second case,

Pauling vs McNamara, filed on June 21, 1961, began with 186 plain-

tiffs but soon had added more for a total of 256 plaintiffs from

twenty-five countries with ten Nobel Prize winners. Plaintiffs included

ordinary grandmothers to notable figures such as Reverend Martin

Niemoller, Bertrand Russell, Joan Baez, Dagmar Wilson, and scientists

Leslie Dunn, Dorothy Hodgkin, and Maurice H.F. Wilkins.41

The case integrated new concerns based on scientific findings that

were not available in the 1958 case, such as bioaccumulation of radia-

tion in the flora and fauna and new understandings of the dangers of

carbon-14 from the explosions in the atmosphere. Also in the spring of

1962, it was announced that an upper space weapons test “Starfish

Prime” was being planned by the United States. As the second case was

being strategized, Heisler wrote to Pauling:

As to the shooting down of the inner Van Allen Belt, you were

not sure whether that should be included. However, I would like

to do it, because the controversy raging about it among scientists

and particularly their insecurity and lack of knowledge as to the

probable results indicate an almost reckless disregard of the “gen-

eral welfare” and it may be worthwhile to include such charges.

The third addition that ought to be considered is the psychologi-

cal effect of the testing—the anxiety created by it among the

people in general, and while psychologists, psychiatrists, and psy-

choanalysts with whom I have discussed this matter are unable to

substantiate such effect they are all unanimous in the opinion that

such anxiety is brought about by testing.

Pauling replied that he originally thought the possible disturbance

of the Van Allen Belt “a rather weak argument.” However, after a

speech that May, “a woman came up to me afterward and asked,

apparently with much concern, about how to protect herself and her
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children against the Van Allen Belt in case it were brought down by a

nuclear explosion.” Pauling now felt Heisler was “accordingly right

about psychological effect of testing.”

Overwhelmed by much of the new scientific findings, Pauling and

the lawyers had trouble narrowing the focus of the new complaint.

Their concerns ranged from worries that space debris from the tests

might preclude the peaceful use of space, to the high count of

strontium-90 in milk. Their letters discussed how AEC scientists had

knowledge of the dangerously high radiation found in milk in the city

of St. Louis. The level in the milk had exceeded the lifetime recom-

mended dose for strontium-90 in just three months. Also, the men

wanted to show the government’s own estimate of the amount of

nuclear fission products that could be tolerated by the planet and the

atmosphere had been dramatically exceeded by 1961.42

During the trial preparations, ongoing massive thermonuclear

weapons tests were taking place on earth and in space and by October

of 1962 the Cuban missile crisis began to unfold. While the Cuban

missile crisis gained intensity terrestrially, seven nuclear weapons were

exploded in space in a tit-for-tat exchange between the Soviets and the

United States with a total of 1.74 Mt of explosive force exploded in

space in less than two weeks, from October 22 to November 4,

1962.43 Ironically, the Cuban missile crisis was at its zenith the day

Pauling vs. McNamara was heard in court. The evening before the

hearing, President Kennedy announced on national TV the next morn-

ing’s naval blockade of Cuba. Heisler, the lawyer for the plaintiffs,

recorded how he felt approaching Washington for the trial after the

evening telecast:

I was looking towards the place where the capital building usu-

ally is, hoping I will find it still in tact…thus I knew there is still

hope the missiles will not be dropped. However, next morning,

when I appeared before Judge McLoughlin at 9:45 am and when

everyone knew that the blockade goes into effect at 10 am, I was

not surprised that the good Judge was pretty well shaken to be

compelled to listen to our argument which was so pertinent at

that historical moment.44

On October 24, United Nations Day, an accidental explosion of a

Soviet satellite led the U.S. military to assume a soviet nuclear attack

might be underway, but this information was not known to the
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public.45 In the four years since the original case Pauling vs. McElroy

was filed, there were eighteen weapons explosions in space alone by

both the United States and the USSR which released 10.8 Mt of total

force at heights between 20 kilometers and 540 kilometers in altitude.

Many scientists, especially astronomers, were deeply disturbed that

space was being permanently altered.46 By the second fallout suit hear-

ing, the often-repeated AEC motto that “there is no evidence that any-

one has been harmed by fallout” had become suspect worldwide;

however, the court ruled against the petitioners in a two-to-one ruling

on December 23, 1962.47

Despite the announcement of an upcoming Atmospheric Test Ban

Treaty, plaintiffs continued to believe in the purpose of their case and

filed an appeal. Plaintiffs appealed to bring attention to the loophole

in the Treaty that allowed a continued arms race with, and contami-

nation by, underground testing. Lawyer Ralph Atkinson explained

that it was worthwhile to proceed with the suit to the Supreme Court

because of the intergenerational pollution and the profound ecocidal

risks of a continued arms race: “We feel it is essential that all possible

legal steps be taken in the hope, however vain, that governments will

bring radioactive pollution under the control of law.” 48

The same month as the appeal, a Federal Radiation Council

(FRC) report reassured that fallout doses were below background lev-

els but also bluntly explained that the carbon-14 from fallout was so

long-lived that it needed to be accepted as a “permanent man-made

modification of the environment.” In addition, strontium-90 (the dose

of strontium-90 peaked with babies born in 1963, the very year of the

report) and cesium-137 would affect people over their lifetimes.49 The

once-natural background level had been permanently altered by atmo-

spheric testing.50

The hope of the fallout suits to control radiation pollution and

end the arms race was not to be, but before the case was exhausted

by an unanswered writ by the courts, the Atmospheric Test Ban was

signed on August 5, 1963, by the United States, the UK, and the

USSR. Linus Pauling was awarded the Nobel Peace Prize for his key

role in the treaty in Oslo on December 10, 1963. The second reason

given by President Kennedy for the treaty was due to the health effects

from tests. President Kennedy spoke emotionally in announcing the

treaty in his broadcasted speech, connecting breath, consent, and con-

tamination with nuclear arms:
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This treaty can be a step towards freeing the world from the fears

and dangers of radioactive fallout…. Continued unrestricted testing

by the nuclear powers, joined in time by other nations which may

be less adept in limiting pollution, will increasingly contaminate

the air that all of us must breathe. Even then, the number of chil-

dren and grandchildren with cancer in their bones, with leukemia

in their blood, or with poison in their lungs might seem statistically

small to some, in comparison with natural health hazards. But this

is not a natural health hazard—and it is not a statistical issue. The

loss of even one human life or the malformation of even one baby

—who may be born long after we are gone—should be of concern

to us all. Our children and grandchildren are not merely statistics

toward which we can be indifferent. Nor does this affect the

nuclear powers alone. These tests befoul the air of all men and all

nations, the committed and the uncommitted alike, without their

knowledge and without their consent. That is why the continuation

of atmospheric testing causes so many countries to regard all

nuclear powers as equally evil; and we can hope that its prevention

will enable those countries to see the world more clearly, while

enabling all the world to breathe more easily.51

However, for many the Test Ban arrived with a keen sense of dis-

appointment and disenchantment. Edward Teller and the AEC had

persuaded officials that underground tests might not be verifiable and

therefore a ban on underground testing was unenforceable by treaty.

This resulted in only a partial ban, and the hard-earned treaty was

considered by many international activists as an environmental agree-

ment and only a small first step toward eliminating all nuclear weap-

ons. It was not the complete nuclear disarmament treaty they

intended.52

The final writ resulted in the case being denied a Supreme Court

hearing. Pauling et al vs. McNamara et al was ruled against in a termi-

nal two-to-one ruling that reiterated the earlier rulings against plaintiffs

on May 18, 1964. Heisler wrote afterwards, “Who knows—maybe in

ten years or in one hundred years some other lawyer will take up the

case again and at that time the Courts may agree with the position

now taken by us and will intervene as we ask them to.”53 At the

International World Conference against A & H Bombs in Japan

that August, activists were furious that Americans were celebrating

the agreement while underground testing would still continue.54
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Underground tests would allow nuclear weapons production and the

arms race to continue for another thirty years.

THE SPECTER OF “GREY FOG”

Primary documents suggest the contamination of people’s bodies

was inseparably entangled with human rights in the effort to end the

specter of nuclear war.55 Like many of the letters written to the Pau-

lings, embellished with drawings, poems, and expressions of deep

anguish, oral histories and expressions made by the elders of the

Navajo Nation are hauntingly similar in tone. These elders are fright-

ened by the “grey fog” that only tribal medicine men can see envelop-

ing their landscape and lives.56 The protest signs held by children on

the Navajo Nation today echo the phrases of earlier generations,

“Peace. Stop Contamination!”
In 1942, Vanadium Corporation of America began secretly sur-

veying for uranium on what was then the Navajo Reservation in the

Four Corners Area of the southwest. The surveys led to a Manhattan

Engineer District (MED) contract to mine the uranium needed to pro-

duce the first atomic bombs.57 The location also evoked the atomic

frontier in promotional materials by the uranium industry, but now

this area exposes the externalizing by corporations and government of

known health and environmental consequences to indigenous commu-

nities and society at large.58 First Nations’ role in the plutonium econ-

omy has altered the very understanding of risk and psychosocial

effects of radiation-induced trauma.59

Many academic and industry nuclear scientists and government

officials assert that the safety record of the American nuclear industry

can be compared positively to other energy industries since the 1979

Three Mile Island (TMI) accident.60 Yet, there is much more to the

story. The Navajo Nation, sovereign nation of the Din�e (in their own

language, Din�e means “the people”), provided 25 percent of the U.S.

supply of uranium from 1944 until 1986.61 It is casually stated that

no one has been killed by commercial nuclear power plants. This dis-

misses the effects of the nuclear industry in small mining communities

such as the Navajo Nation, where the loss of hundreds of uranium

miners and millers from lung cancer and radiation-induced illnesses

continues to be devastating. The contamination from the previous

mining is now an inescapable part of Navajo life.
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This history is often disregarded in current discussions of the

nuclear renaissance, radiation safety, and by official government

sources in their present information on the safety of nuclear power.62

For example, in a 2010 government publication, the Department Of

Energy states “Since 1957, U.S. utilities have operated commercial

nuclear power plants. During this time, no one has died or been

injured as a result of operations at a commercial nuclear power

plant.”63 Today, a 93 million dollar, five-year clean-up is in the final

year to repair the legacy of pollution from the uranium mining on the

Navajo Nation. The radioactive pollution was cumulative and caused

by abandoned and un-remediated uranium mines as well as routine

operations like mine dewatering. The discharged uranium from mines

and mills and radioactive mining debris tainted the landscape, ground-

water, and waterways.64

In addition, a little-known but severe accident released the most

radioactivity in U.S. history, three times the amount of radioactivity

released by the TMI accident. A United Nuclear Corporation earthen

dam at Church Rock, New Mexico, holding back mine and mill waste

collapsed on the anniversary of the first atomic weapons test, on July

16, 1979. The dam break resulted in contamination that flowed down-

stream for at least fifty miles, yet Navajo citizens’ health was neglected

by the limited emergency response.65 This history is compounded by

the fact that the miners, not warned of any health effects, used

uranium mining debris to build homes and structures, which now have

contaminated living spaces for decades with long-lived radionuclides.

The once traditionally sacred hogans, wind, water, and land now

contain invisible contamination.66

A significant contribution of the Paulings that is often ignored by

historians is their belief that to live free from the fear of nuclear con-

tamination and the specter of nuclear annihilation was a human right

that had already been established and guaranteed by the constitutional

right to life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness. Legal cases about ura-

nium mining concerning the Navajo Nation also reflect sovereignty and

human rights which are embedded in a traditional culture that recog-

nizes each part of the universe as integral to the health of the whole.

This, on the whole, considers technological and man-made contamina-

tion unacceptable. The Din�e word Hozho, to walk in beauty, represents

the striving for balance, beauty, and harmony between the five-fingered

people and nature. It is believed by many Din�e that Hozho has been dis-

rupted by the effects of uranium pollution on their homeland.67
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The effort to resist uranium mining and the ideas of health,

democracy, and sovereignty can be seen in the legal case of Morris vs.

the NRC. This mining license opposition was primarily based on an

earth-centered, indigenous, and holistic worldview of health. However,

the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC, the successor agency to

the AEC) was ruled correct by the courts on March 8, 2012, in grant-

ing licenses to mine uranium to Hydro Resources, Inc. Morris vs. the

NRC has been appealed by the New Mexico Environmental Law Cen-

ter as far as possible and now the only recourse, as with the fallout

suits, is an international venue. A petition was filed against the NRC

on behalf of the Navajo Nation on May 13, 2011, with the Inter-

American Commission of Human Rights.68

Historically, the clash between science as it has been practiced in

the nuclear community and what is most commonly considered natu-

ral law is magnified in the experience of the Navajo Nation.69 Natural

law, or traditional ecological knowledge, can be summarized as an

evolved knowledge of trial and error resulting in appropriate estima-

tion of carrying capacity of the land, while integrating estimates of the

future needs for at least the next seven generations.70 In addition, the

framework of international law in which Pauling so passionately

believed has grown to encompass the twenty-year effort to obtain the

2007 United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples.

The document codifies cultural beliefs and resistance to undesired

resource extraction as a human right. UN Secretary General Ban Ki

Moon called on civil society to enact these rights, which unfortunately

were truncated by U.S. interference to imply individual rights as

opposed to the conception of communal indigenous rights.71

As in the fallout controversy, opposition to uranium mining is

linked to the rejection of bodily contamination, and the concerns draw

attention to the sovereignty of bodies and culture. In 2005, the Navajo

Nation instituted a ban on uranium mining that included the text:

The fundamental laws of the Din�e…support preserving and pro-

tecting…the four sacred elements of life – air, light/fire, water and

earth/pollen for these resources are the foundation of the people’s

spiritual ceremonies and the Din�e life way. It is the right

and freedom of the people to be respected, honored, and pro-

tected with a healthy physical and mental environment…certain

substances…that are harmful to the people should not be dis-

turbed and that the people now know that uranium is one such
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substance…its extraction should be avoided as traditional practice

and prohibited by Navajo law.72

This codification of cultural and spiritual beliefs shows an integration

of what have been called “mother earth rights” by indigenous scholars

into the common legal system.73

The Morris vs. NRC ruling reflects the continued investment in

the expertise of regulatory agency scientists, despite the lack of scien-

tific evidence to ascertain safety. The regulatory power of the NRC is

not to be overruled by the courts, just as during the fallout suits the

AEC science was unquestioned by judges, despite the overwhelming

contrary scientific evidence provided by the plaintiffs. However, in

Morris vs. NRC, the two-to-one opinion also indicated in the dissent

a strong indictment of NRC science: “Because the majority’s decision

in this case will unnecessarily and unjustifiably compromise the health

and safety of the people who currently live within and immediately

downwind from Section 17 [the mine site], I must respectfully dis-

sent….The NRC’s erroneous decision and the majority’s endorsement

of that decision will expose families [living near Section 17] to levels

of radiation beyond those deemed safe by the NRC’s own regulations,

jeopardizing their health and safety.”74

CONCLUSION

During the first days of the Fukushima crisis, claims that radiation

was not dangerous if under a certain threshold or background level,

claims that had been effectively countered by Linus Pauling and many

other scientists by the early 1960s, were reinvigorated as fact by govern-

ment officials, the press, and industry. These statements demand close

re-examination due to the lingering unanswered questions about the

impact of nuclear testing and nuclear development on life today, ques-

tions that live outside the nation-state’s focused technocratic narrative.

Some of those unanswered questions involve how knowledge circulates

and can be excluded or included by the public, scientists, agencies, and

the judiciary. Other questions involve conceptions of safety, as well as

the lack of consent directly confronted by President Kennedy. Academic

inquiry belongs in the locus of the assertion of a human right to not be

threatened by ecocide or contamination, as opposed to a taken-for-

granted acceptance that threats of nuclear war and contamination are

unavoidable consequences of the price of civilization.75
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It is a useful moment to re-evaluate nuclear history, fifty years

after the precipice of nuclear Armageddon became tangible during the

Cuban missile crisis and in the midst of the festering Fukushima disas-

ter that returns a nuclear gaze to Japan. Nuclear testing was promoted

during the fallout controversy as a choice between the lesser of two

evils—contamination in the current generation was the price to be

paid to be victorious over communism. Government officials and poli-

ticians such as James Conant, an advisor to the AEC, promoted atmo-

spheric testing as a patriotic act and the price to be paid for freedom

by the younger generation.76 Halting the tests was more dangerous to

the political body than exposures of physical bodies to radiation.

Today the choice is framed similarly, and with equal passion—
nuclear power or the specter of greenhouse gases destroying the planet.

This framing is obsolete when examining the history that connects cli-

mate change to much broader issues, such as the amount of previous

modification of the environment caused by testing and the effects of con-

tinued resource extraction from already fragile subsistence societies.77

There are many essential questions raised by the nuclear project

that can be asked by a much more detailed look at the fallout suits

and Morris vs. NRC. It is significant that as Toshihiro Higuchi notes,

the United States did not want to prove the safety of fallout in 1958,

nor 1962, and current litigation also shows the lack of scientific vali-

dation of government claims. A more thorough study may someday

explain a shift from Western conceptions of science to a recovery of

indigenous traditional ecological knowledge and values. A strand

of connections can begin to be traced between the early opposition of

nuclear weapons testing and indigenous values of being in relationship

with nature and respect for the earth. This history is complex and

requires multidisciplinary and intercultural approaches. David

Bradley’s 1948 first-person account of testing in Bikini Atoll No Place

to Hide begins by saying “people, for their own protection will have

to match natural laws with civil laws. Science and sociology are as

inseparable now as man and his shadow.”78

Pauling’s legal efforts to make explicit the human right to self-

protection and limits to government power have vanished in much of

the academic literature and in current public debates over nuclear

issues.79 The history of the opposition to nuclear technology and pol-

lution seems in current international and governmental discussions as

invisible and undetectable as the spreading radiation from Fukushima

itself. Also often absent is indigenous representation intellectually and
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in person at forums, such as at the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty

Preparatory Review Committee meeting held in 2012, despite the dis-

proportionate impacts of the nuclear fuel chain on these communi-

ties.80 However, including radiation safety history and a human rights

dimension into the nuclear narrative destabilizes the power of an inac-

cessible technocratic narrative while raising the questions that need to

be asked of history.

History belongs in today’s discourse about climate change and

future energy choices. Environmental historians are asking questions to

interrogate safety claims and enter the current public health discussions

of the rising increase in cancers in adults and children and to address

the lack of the right to consent.81 How nuclear history is told also mat-

ters. The purpose of this study has been to build on established scholar-

ship in order to ask new questions about the historicism of radiation

health safety, legal challenges, and the emotional issues of trust, doubt,

justice, and human rights. It is time to expand perspectives for a more

holistic understanding of history.
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